ABSTRACT DIAL is a web server for the automatic identification of structural domains given the 3D coordinates of a protein. Delineation of the structural domains and their exact boundaries are the starting points for the better realization of distantly related members of the domain families, for the rational design of the experiments and for clearer understanding of the biological function. The current server can examine crystallographic multiple chains and provide structural domain solutions that can also describe domain swapping events. The server can be accessed from
INTRODUCTION
Many proteins, especially those involved in the signal transduction, contain compact units or multiple domains performing a wide variety of functions (1, 2) . In some cases, the functional domains perform biological function sequentially-each involved in a series of steps in a biochemical reaction. In other instances, the functional domains work together in a manner that some domains decide the function and the efficiency of co-existing domains such that the catalytic domains are recruited in a particular pathway selectively. In few other instances, the structurally compact domains may be distinct in their functions at most times but can influence or organize the function of neighbouring domains at the interface through substantial conformational changes. Therefore, the compilation of biological information of the protein domains (3-11) is an useful step in different areas of the interface between computing and biology, e.g. protein sequence analysis, structure prediction, modelling, rational design of experiments (such as protein crystallization and site-directed mutagenesis or deletion experiments) and perception of biological function (such as signal transduction and allostery).
Several objective methods identify the protein structural domains starting from the atomic coordinates of proteins (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . DIAL is one such procedure that identifies the structural domains in proteins by clustering substructures on the basis of their spatial distances (17) . This has been further improvised and compared (19) with other protein domain resources (see Supplementary data for some examples). Popular public domain resources often require careful manual examination (6) or consultation of several algorithms internally (20) . There are also structural domain databases available over the public domain (12, 18, 19) . However, in order that the structural domain boundaries can be identified for newer proteins and for addressing the overall structural domain architecture of proteins with multiple chains, we report the availability of DIAL web server. DIAL web server provides additional information such as the presence of secondary structures, conserved residues and functional motifs for the individual domains that are mapped both on sequence and structure.
DIAL SERVER
The non-hydrogen atomic coordinates of the protein form the input for DIAL server. Alternately, sequence of the query can be employed as an input to identify the nearest structural homologue for the examination of structural domains. The nearest structural homologue is identified by initiating a PSI-BLAST search against the Protein Data Bank (PDB) database at an E-value threshold of 10 À3 . Segment of the PDB hit that matches 100% with the entire length of the query protein is considered for the domain delineation. Where the protein is reported as crystallographic or physiological multimers and the transformation matrix is provided, the server internally generates the multimer coordinates and offers structural domain architecture solutions for the entire quartenary arrangement. For instance, Figure S1 (in Supplementary data) shows 
FEATURES OF DIAL SERVER
(i) Secondary structures and connecting loops are clustered using their structural distances and domains identified as described previously (19) for both single and multiple chains. Subsequent to our previous report (19) , in our extension to address multiple chain entries, we are also currently considering the short segments (one or two residues long) as individual substructures since the interactions between the multiple chains often require small regions of interactions. (ii) The best structural domain architectures are projected as convenient bar diagrams (as shown in Figure S1 in Supplementary data) and alternate domain definitions are also provided in a similar manner. Alternate domain definitions provide a structural hierarchy of locally compact units and also sometimes permit the user to recognize other structural domain solutions. (iii) Nearest structural homologues or SCOP (6) entries are also reported. (iv) Sequence and structural files can be downloaded for individual domains and viewed through RASMOL and CHIME (22) interfaces. Static images of the domain definitions are provided using MOLSCRIPT (23). (v) Additional features such as secondary structural topology and conserved residues are provided. Sequences are structure-annotated using JOY (24) . PSI-BLAST (25) is performed against the structural entries (26) to identify homologues, sequences aligned using CLUSTALW (27) and conserved residues identified using MOTIFS (28) . (vi) Functionally important residues, by PROSITE (29) definitions, are projected for individual domains. Domain interface residues are proposed by comparing the solvent accessibility (30) of individual domains in the free form and the entire protein context. Residues that undergo appreciable burial owing to adjacent structural domains are highlighted in the DIAL server as possible domain interface residues.
CONCLUSIONS
Owing to the structural genomics initiative (31) and the recent high-throughput computational structure prediction of gene products, there will be increasing numbers of proteins whose structures are available and their biological function waiting to be determined. The availability of domain boundaries would be an useful starting point for such analyses. In general, DIAL domain definitions and boundaries compare very well with crystallographers' definition and other objective identification methods such as 3Dee (18) with a mean overlap score of 93 and 97%, respectively [(19) ; also for details see Table S1 in Supplementary data]. In small number of cases, e.g. PDB code 1bia in Table S1 (in Supplementary data), the domain definitions from pure distance-based methods such as DIAL cannot be compared with the functional domains defined by other resources. The accurate delineation of structural domains is often a non-trivial problem and requires expert opinion where the domains may be heavily interacting or discontinuous in sequence or involve multiple chains. The availability of a web server for the understanding of structural domain architecture of protein structures should be useful for the study of newer proteins. DIAL server is especially suited for the study of structural domain architecture of multiple chain systems that must give rise to a biologically more meaningful picture of structural domain organization.
